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‘Perhaps the only way forward is to go back?’†

Firstsite, Colchester, is delighted to present A New Life in Frigg, an exhibition by the artist 
and graphic designer Scott King. In the show King invites visitors to the fictional town of 
Frigg, which is based on the former Butlins holiday camp at Clacton-on-Sea, Essex††. It 
is part of the artist’s ongoing Butlins-inspired series Britlin’s – a combination of the words 
‘Britain’ and ‘Butlins’ – that plays with the power of collective nostalgia to reimagine a new 
society modeled on an idealised vision of the past.

A New Life in Frigg explores the idea of the 1970s holiday camp as utopian micro-societies, 
remembered through the colourful, hyperreal photography that was used on promotional 
postcards. Produced by the John Hinde Studio, these elaborately staged and cinematically 
lit images have informed the ironic euphoria of Britlin’s’ design vocabulary. Reinforcing the 
mythologising aspect, the four proposed Britlin’s new towns are named after Anglo-Saxon 
gods: Frigg, Saxnot, Balder and Loki. Frigg is the goddess of love and wife of Odin, father of 
the gods. 

The exhibition at Firstsite is informed by audio recordings and video footage held at Essex 
Records Office and the East Anglian Film Archives. It is comprised of a wall-based map of the 
proposed Frigg township, as well as questionnaires for visitors to fill out that set up satirical 
scenarios to consider one’s suitability to join the Britlin’s community.

Included is a new film commissioned by Firstsite for this exhibition, entitled Come to Frigg, 
which has been produced in collaboration with filmmaker Paul Kelly.  The film acts as a sales 
pitch for the Britlin’s vision, persuading the viewer (and potential resident) of its ethos and 
communitarian agenda.

Building on recent presentations at Reading International and Studio Voltaire, London, A 
New Life in Frigg is part of the artist’s ongoing examination of the mechanisms of collective 
nostalgia and the poetics and politics they give rise to. In taking the holiday camp as a 
template for a model society, King constructs an absurdist design for a new Britain. 

The exhibition presents a sardonic look at real and imagined notions of the past set in the 
context of divisive politics and contemporary forms of nationalism. It playfully observes how 
culture is deployed as an instrument of regeneration – a mechanism seen in seaside towns 
in the southeast of England.

A New Life in Frigg

Do you remember:

When you knew your neighbours?

When shop assistants were not machines?

When you could still telephone your bank?

When a holiday was at home, not abroad?

When summer seemed to last forever?

When you felt that you belonged?

If you answered YES to any of these questions…

There may be a place for YOU in Frigg.
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† Scott King and Matthew Worley, CRASH! presents A Better Britain II: Britlins, 2017

†† Butlins Clacton was opened to the public in 1938 and used in the interwar years as a 
training site for the pioneer corps. Package holidays abroad and changing tastes were 
contributing factors leading to the camp being closed in 1983.

About the Artist:

About Butlins:

About Firstsite:

Notes to Editors:
Scott King (b. 1969, Goole, UK) lives and works in London. He was art director of i-D magazine 
and creative director of Sleazenation magazine, and he has collaborated with many influential 
figures including the Pet Shop Boys, Michael Clark, Malcolm McLaren and Suicide. King’s 
work has been exhibited worldwide in both commercial galleries and institutions. Recent solo 
exhibitions include: Welcome to Saxnot, Studio Voltaire, London (2017); CRASH! presents A 
Better Britain II: Britlins, Reading International, Reading (with Matthew Worley, 2017); and 
Anish and Antony take Afghanistan, Herald St, London (2015). He has also produced several 
books including Britlins (2017), Public Art (2016), Anish & Antony Take Afghanistan (2014), 
Art Works (2010) and Anxiety & Depression (2009).

The first of the Butlins holiday camps was opened by Billy Butlin in 1936 in Skegness, 
Lincolnshire, following his success in developing amusement parks. Butlin’s vision was 
to provide affordable holidays for ordinary British families, with a week of all-inclusive 
entertainment and activities for the equivalent of a week’s pay. This idea quickly became 
a phenomenon. Between 1936 and 1966, ten Butlins camps were built, including one in 
Ireland and one in the Bahamas. In the 1970s and 1980s, Butlins also operated numerous 
large hotels, including one in Spain, a number of smaller holiday parks in England and France 
as well as a revolving restaurant in the Post Office Tower in London.

Tough competition from overseas package holiday operators, rising operational costs and 
rapidly changing demand forced many of the Butlins operations to close in the 1980s and 
1990s. Three of the original camps remain open under the Butlins brand in Bognor Regis, 
Minehead, and Skegness.

Firstsite is a public contemporary art gallery in Colchester, Essex. Over the last fifteen years 
it has gained a strong reputation, presenting ambitious work to new audiences in the East 
of England and beyond. Situated in Colchester’s ‘cultural quarter,’ the present building was 
designed by Uruguayan architect Rafael Viñoly, and opened in 2011. Firstsite is a partner 
of Plus Tate, which uses Tate’s resources to contribute to a network of arts organisations 
across the country, and to increase public access to the national collection of British and 
international modern and contemporary art. 

For more information, please contact 
Albany Arts Communications

Carla von der Becke,  
carla@albanyartscommunications.com

t:  + 44 (0) 20 73 88 09 97 
m: + 44 (0) 79 74 25 29 94 

Please visit the Firstsite website for more 
information: 
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#FriggBritlins 
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